**Lava rock for landscapes**

Lava rock occurs naturally in three shades, earthy red, black or gold from Mountain West Colorado Aggregate (MWCA) of Rexburg, ID. Reds blend into any garden, black is appealing with lush greenery, and gold, mined exclusively by MWCA, is now available. One-third the weight of regular rock, lava rock withstands the elements and won’t blow or wash away. For more information contact MWCA at 800/727-9959, or www.mountainwest-ca.com or Circle No. 264

**Batteries Plus catalog**

Batteries Plus, a national business-to-business and retail battery chain, introduces its newest catalog, Land Mobile Batteries, which offers a broad selection of batteries for a variety of items including two-way radios, pagers, laptop computers and cell phones. Automotive, lawn equipment and heavy duty truck batteries are also available, as are UPS/backup system batteries for computers, security alarms and emergency lights.

For more information contact 800/67-START, website www.batteriesplus.com or Circle No. 265

**Attachments move trees, other materials**

The Nursery Jaws line of attachments from Diversified Products Marketing (DPM) allows any type of loader or forklift to manipulate trees and shrubs in B&B, wooden boxes and plastic containers, as well as boulders, landscape materials and palletized products. Mounting in seconds to a front-end loader with a Quick-Tach system, Nursery Jaws can be run using auxiliary hydraulics. A two-man job can be turned into a one-man operation, increasing productivity, reducing injuries, liability and product damage. For complete information and video, contact DPM, Inc., Box 36, Davenport, NE, 68335, call 800/669-4408, fax 402/364-2194, email: nurseryjaws@navix.net, or www.nurseryjaws.com or Circle No. 266

**Soil renovator for skid-steer loaders**

The RotaDairon RDH-60, from Dairon S.A. of France, is specifically designed for skid-steer loader application with a quick attachment system presently made to fit newer models of Bobcat™, New Holland™ and John Deere™ loaders. The RDH-60 has a working width of 60 inches, tills to a depth of 5.5 inches and uses an oil-bath chain drive system and hydraulic motor. It also features the patented ‘Self Safety System’, designed to protect operators from flying rocks, wood and debris as the machine renovates the turf and soil in its path. Available for other loaders in the future, the basic requirement for the RDH-60 is a front lift capacity minimum of 1,550 lbs.

For more information contact the North American distributors, Emrex, Inc., Box 1349, Kingston, Pa. 18704 at 717/288-9360 or Circle No. 267

**5000-PSI cold-water pressure washer**

Landa introduces a new cold-water pressure washer that surpasses the traditional pressure threshold of 3,000 PSI. The gasoline-driven MPG5-50921E delivers 5,000 PSI, enough power to strip concrete from steel forms.

The model combines the extra high pressure with a flow of five gallons per minute and is driven by a 25-hp Kohler OHV engine. The two six-gallon fuel tanks provide nearly 6.5 hours of continuous operation. As with all Landa pressure washers, the MPG has a five-year warranty on manufactured parts.

For more information contact Crisman Lewis, Landa at 800/547-8672, ext. 175 or Circle No. 268
For your draining and funneling needs

The new Ultra-Drainmate Superfunnel from UltraTech International, Inc., adds safety and efficiency to draining and funneling tasks. A steel drain grid elevates oil filters, pails, etc., during the draining process for complete drainage of residues. Steel construction of the large 25x25x8.5 in. funnel will not support combustion, allowing safe usage with petrochemicals. Ultra-Drainmate II features a lockable, hinged cover with UL listed fusible link for automatic fire closure. Options include a steel rack designed to hold multiple plastic oil jugs in an inverted position, and ‘Punch-n-Drain’, a tool which punctures oil filters to allow complete drainage.

For more information contact UltraTech International, Inc., at 800/353-1611 or 904/292-1611, fax 904/292-1325, website http://spillcontainment.com, email ultratech@spillcontainment.com or Circle No. 269

Convenient pole pruner

Stihl introduces the new HT 70, a fixed length pole pruner which reaches branches 10 to 11 feet off the ground. The HT 70 is part of the 4137 series family engine, whose major components are interchangeable within the series.

With a unit weight of 11.8 lbs, the pruner can be used to trim branches, tall hedges and small tree limbs that don’t require a telescoping shaft. Other features include the Easy Start system and an automatic gear-driven oiler.

For more information contact your nearest Stihl dealer, call 800/GO STIHL or website www.stihlusa.com or Circle No. 271

Heat conducting rubber mats warm up winter

ClearPath, Inc., introduces ThermaWalk, an affordable, durable, heat-conducting rubber mat that melts ice and snow from sidewalks. ThermaWalk is composed of a unique UL-approved heating element between two layers of thin, durable, slip-resistant rubber that connect to a snap-on power-strip, ThermaBar, which plugs into an electrical outlet.

ThermaWalk comes in custom-cut lengths and rolls up for convenient off-season storage. Made with DuPont Hypalon rubber, they are as durable as automobile tires, surviving punctures and harsh wear while continuing to operate safely and efficiently for years of trouble-free service.

ClearPath also offers ThermaRoof and, soon to be released, ThermaDrive and ThermaStair. For more information contact ClearPath at 800/NO-SNOW or Circle No. 272

SnowEx from TrynEx

The SnowEx tailgate spreader is ideal for parking lots, driveways and roads. The SP-1075 has a unique pivot mount option which provides full tailgate access and requires no drill holes in the truck bed and variable fingertip key touch with digital system status. The SP-575 can be mounted with a Class 3, utility or three-point mount. Both the SP-1075 and the SP-575 have a direct drive, heavy duty 12-volt DC motor in a weather-tight enclosure, and a capacity of 10.75 ft³/700 lbs. and 5.75 ft³/350 lbs., respectively.

For more information contact TrynEx, 322 East Lincoln, Box 69, Royal Oak, MI, 48068-0069, call 800/725-8377, fax 248/546-5101, or Circle No.270